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About Inspec

Comprehensive coverage

Inspec contains over 22 million records from 
across global publishers to deliver quality content 
to a wide range of research communities.

Inspec uses precise, subject-specific indexing to 
enhance discoverability of scientific research 
across physics, electrical engineering and 
electronics, computers and control, mechanical 
and production engineering, information 
technology and more. Inspec ingests and indexes more than 1 million new 

records annually, offering timely access to high 
quality research.

Indexed records from Inspec include journal articles, 
conference proceedings, preprints, reports, books, 
patents, dissertations, and more.
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Empowering engineers to solve 
the world’s greatest challenges

For over 50 years, Inspec has been the essential 
discovery tool for numerous prestigious institutions 
worldwide. With Inspec you can easily pinpoint the 
exact research you need from the vast collection, 
saving time and ultimately, resources. Inspec was 
created by The Institution of Engineering & 
Technology (IET).

Engineering Village is one of the few platforms 
where Inspec can be searched together with 
Compendex. By searching both databases together,

engineers gain access to the broadest engineering 
source available with a single database search 
experience.
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Inspec is your definitive 
research solution

From developing an innovative 
research strategy to assessing the 
impact of your organization, Inspec 
combines trusted content and 
advanced analytics to help you 
accelerate breakthroughs, solve 
societal challenges and make an 
impact on a global scale.

Support every stage of the research 
workflow with Inspec.

Inspec Archive

Inspec can be supplemented with the 

Inspec Archive to extend coverage. 

These series of journals cover 837,000 

records dating back to 1898. 

Inspec Analytics

Included with an Inspec subscription, 

this research intelligence tool provides 

unique and actionable insights into the 

current research landscape.

Inspec Analytics Plus

Adds valuable data sets and 

functionality to Inspec Analytics, 

providing integrated citation metrics 

and enhanced collaboration analysis. Expert indexing,
unparalleled granularity

All material within Inspec is 
indexed and classified by 

specialized indexing teams, 

consisting of highly-experienced 
subject experts using the 

renowned Inspec thesaurus and 
classification scheme.
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